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QUESTION 1

Scenario: 

CGE decided to virtualize its server workloads and provide a virtual solution to all of its end users. CGE is 

looking for an image management process that is scalable, but would like to limit infrastructure 

requirements. 

Which image management method should a Citrix Architect recommend to deploy server OS machines 

and desktop OS machines? 

A. XenServer Fast Clone 

B. Machine Creation Services 

C. Provisioning Services 

D. Windows Deployment Services 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: 

CGE acquires a small energy company that is running MGMT, a proprietary 16-bit application. A Citrix Architect is
tasked with deploying this application to the Executives/Management end-user group. The CIO mandates that a
FlexCast model must be chosen that resembles this end-user group\\'s existing delivery strategy. 

It is important that a single-image deployment is utilized and that management effort is kept to a minimum for the update
process. The availability of a fast rollback plan must also be available after upgrades, since it can often result in system
instability. 

How should the architect deploy MGMT using Remote PC? 

A. On Windows 7 with Machine Creation Services 

B. On Windows 8 with Machine Creation Services 

C. On Windows 7 with Provisioning Services 

D. On Windows 8 with Provisioning Services 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: To ensure the security of its new solution, CGE wants to limit end-user access to USB peripherals. Policies
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have been implemented to disable USB redirection for all end users. As a company policy, only the Research end-user
group will be allowed to access USB peripheral devices. What could a Citrix Architect design to meet the stated
requirements? 

A. A GPO that allows USB redirection, linked to the CGE OU. 

B. A GPO that allows USB redirection, linked only to the Aberdeen and Houston OUs. 

C. A Citrix policy that allows USB redirection, with a filter on the IP range for CGE\\'s Aberdeen and Houston subnets. 

D. A Citrix policy that allows USB redirection, with a filter on the Delivery Group for the Research end-user group
desktop. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: Users from a remote research lab have very limited WAN bandwidth to their nearest datacenter. The users
need to print over the WAN. 

What should an architect recommend to optimize printer bandwidth? 

A. Optimize WAN traffic through CloudBridge. 

B. Increase the WAN bandwidth through a WAN link upgrade. 

C. Restrict overall session bandwidth through a HDX bandwidth policy. 

D. Restrict printer redirection bandwidth through a HDX bandwidth policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Why should the each component be located at each datacenter? 

A. This design allows for site failover and increases security for remote access 

B. This design reduces component design complexity 

C. This design simplifies administration of components 

D. This design prevents user experience from being affected in the event of a site outage. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What should CGE do to all corporate-owned and non-corporate-owned Windows client devices to ensure an optimal
end-user experience? 
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A. Upgrade all clients to Receiver 4.2. 

B. Install native printer drivers on all clients. 

C. Install the CloudBridge Plug-in on all clients. 

D. Install Citrix Profile management on all clients. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Scenario: 

CGE is experiencing numerous issues with its existing profile management solution. The Citrix Architect 

managing the project is tasked with designing a solution that alleviates existing issues and, if possible, 

minimizes the loss of existing customizations. Configuration changes need to be implemented quickly and 

with minimal complexity. 

What should the architect recommend to alleviate existing issues and fulfill the requirements specified in 

the scenario? 

A. Configure Citrix Profile management without folder redirection. Configure the \\'Path to user store\\' to the same
location as the home drive. Configure the \\'Migration of existing user profiles\\' policy setting. Use group policy
templates for configuration of Profile management policies. 

B. Configure Citrix Profile management and continue to use folder redirection. Configure the \\'Path to user store\\' to a
central location different than the home drive. Configure the \\'Migration of existing user profiles\\' policy setting. Use .ini
files for configuration of Profile management policies. 

C. Configure Citrix Profile management and continue to use folder redirection. Configure the \\'Path to user store\\' to a
central location different than the home drive. Configure the \\'Migration of existing user profiles\\' policy setting. Use the
group policy templates for configuration of Profile management policies. 

D. Configure Citrix Profile management and continue to use folder redirection. Configure the \\'Path to user store\\' to the
same location as the home drive. Configure the \\'Migration of existing user profiles\\' policy setting. Use .ini files for
configuration of User Profile management policies. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: CGE decided to virtualize its infrastructure workloads and provide a virtual solution to all end users. The
infrastructure workloads include Delivery Controllers, StoreFront servers, License Servers, and Microsoft SQL Servers
for databases. Why is creating a resource pool comprising a maximum of 24 XenServer hosts, using a storage
repository for virtual disks to provide XenMotion and high availability, and performing daily backups of the infrastructure
workloads the best design solution? 

A. It ensures the logical separation of infrastructure and virtual desktop workloads, and facilitates easier management
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and expansion capabilities. 

B. It provides workload flexibility to more efficiently leverage available resources within a resource pool, and facilitates
expansion options. In addition, daily backups create minimal downtime for critical workloads. 

C. It separates infrastructure and virtual desktop workloads according to resource usage characteristics to avoid
conflicts. In addition, it provides critical database services with sufficient workload-specific resources and failover
capabilities. 

D. It ensures the logical separation of all workloads and virtual desktops. In addition, the backup solution reduces the
risk of data loss and minimizes downtime. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A Citrix Administrator is unable to create desktop OS machines using Machine Creation Services. What is a possible
cause of the issue? 

A. Citrix Director is unreachable 

B. DHCP is NOT working correctly 

C. The Machine Identity Service is NOT running 

D. Antivirus software on the Delivery Controller is blocking the creation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Why would the architect choose XenServer MPIO when configuring network interfaces for storage networks? 

A. It provides load balancing of VM traffic across multiple physical NIC interfaces at a per guest basis, and offers
improved distribution of traffic across physical interfaces in the bond. 

B. It sends all guest VM traffic in the bond to an active interface, which provides the best distribution of network load. 

C. It uses a hashing algorithm, which provides better distribution of traffic across the interfaces in the bond. 

D. It uses a round robin load-balancing policy, which provides better distribution of traffic across the interfaces in the
bond. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

146 of 254 Why is deploying four NetScaler appliances - two in the primary and two in the secondary data center with
four NetScaler virtual servers for each appliance binded to a session policy, the best remote access design? 

A. It allows end users to connect to their primary datacenter through a secure, reliable, and cost-effective solution. 
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B. It provides redundancy, while optimizing external WAN traffic. 

C. It segments the Gateway and load-balancing features of the NetScaler appliances. 

D. It allows for the expected expansion of remote access usage and provides SSL VPN functionality for future needs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Why does Provisioning Services with cache on server help the Radiology group maintain changes in their desktops? 

A. Because it is stored centrally 

B. Because it reduces XenServer shared storage consumption 

C. Because Profile Manager provides a consistent user experience 

D. Because it reduces storage IO on the XenServer local storage 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which endpoint devices must be replaced to support the Streamed VHD method of desktop delivery? 

A. Windows 7 

B. Windows XP 

C. Linux thin clients 

D. PCs running Internet Explorer 7 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

What are the benefits of using hosted shared environment with Personal vDisk? 

A. It retains the single image management function while allowing users to install applications 

B. It provides a high level of security while allowing user customization 

C. It has a low storage performance requirement and high user density 

D. It delivers low-cost and high application compatibility 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 15

Why is deploying two NetScaler appliances - one in the primary and one in the secondary datacenter, configured with a
Gateway vServer the best design solution? 

A. It allows end users to connect to their primary datacenter through a secure, reliable, and cost-effective solution. 

B. It provides redundancy, while optimizing external WAN traffic. 

C. It segments the Gateway and load-balancing features of the NetScaler appliances. 

D. It allows for the expected expansion of remote access usage and provides SSL VPN functionality for future needs. 

Correct Answer: A 
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